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In the interest of continuous development and improvements by Outdoor Revolution; some products or 

specifications may vary slightly from the photographs and information provided in this instruction manual. 

Dimensions and weights are approximate and intended as a guidelines only. 
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We recommend that you insure your windbreak against 

storm damage, or accidental damage, as the warranty does 
not cover such eventualities. The manufacturer IS NOT liable 
for any damage caused to the windbreak, or its contents, due 

to misuse, incorrect pitching or severe weather conditions; 
full warranty details can be found on the rear of the booklet.  

Important: Please Check Your Equipment 

1 x Canvas (or outer) 

3 x Oxygen Air Frame Panel Sections 

1 x Dual Action Hand Pump 

1 x Bag of Ground Pegs 

Guylines 
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 Notes 
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 Damage caused by incorrect maintenance of the product. 

 Flaws in the fabric caused by excessive use. 

 Imperfections and pulls in mesh doors due to wear and tear. 

 Water ingression through fabric as a result of accelerated UV degradation 

due to long term pitch . 

 Water ingression through seams caused by excessive abrasion of seams or 

taped seam.  

 Broken zips caused by over tensioning, forcing or snagging.  

 Over tensioned/stretched seams coming apart.  

 Buckles subjected to undue force or abrasion. 

 Lost/popped out eyelets.  

 Broken holdalls.  

 Pole breakages or tube punctures (where applicable).  

 Collateral damage from a pole breakage.  

 Condensation, (a natural occurrence, exacerbated by insufficient ventilation 

opening).  

 Consequential damage/loss to property/belongings (either inside or outside 

of the product) or shortening of holidays.  
 

Outdoor Revolution work very closely with our retail partners to manage all 

warranty repairs/issues:  

Please contact your retailer immediately (even if purchased online) if you feel 

your Outdoor Revolution product has a genuine warranty issue. The retailer, in 

turn will raise the issue with ourselves and we will action; with the retailer, 

according to the nature of the claim.  
 
Returning Products 

Please ensure the product is clean and dry and as close to its original condition as 

possible before sending back for checking. Wet or dirty products will not be 

accepted back for checking/warranty claims.  

 

It is important to note that the Sales Contract between yourself and the retailer 

you purchased the Outdoor Revolution product from, remains valid throughout 

any warranty claim and your statutory rights are not affected. 
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Important Information 
 

 

 Please do not leave for your holiday without fully erecting and checking that 
you have all the listed contents for your windbreak. If you are missing 
anything, then please contact your retailer immediately before use. 

 Please ensure that you site the windbreak on clear/level ground before 
erecting, with no sharp objects beneath and zips fully closed. We suggest 
placing a groundsheet underneath the windbreak to keep it dry/clean. 

 We suggest conducting a trial run of your windbreak to familiarise yourself 
with the assembly and usability of the model. Should you have any issues in 
relation to pitching your windbreak; please contact your dealer for assistance 
before setting off on your holiday. 

 Please note that this is designed for short term usage and not long term pitch.  

 Always properly dry and air the windbreak after use, before packing away, in 
order to prevent mildew or mould from accumulating. 

 Any dirt/stains can be removed by brushing, or gently washing, using warm 
water. DO NOT use detergents, as this destroys the material waterproofing.  

 DO NOT cook or smoke within close proximity of this windbreak, as despite 

the outer fabric being flame retardant; it will still melt.  

 In the event of damage; please contact your retailer. If, for whatever reason, 

you are unable to contact them; please email our dedicated customer service 

team on cs@blue-diamond-products.co.uk who will be pleased to assist you.  

 Please avoid using this windbreak in temperatures below freezing, as this can 

result in cracking of the Oxygen Air Frame. 

 Always store your windbreak flat, rather than on the side of the bag, in a 

cool/dry area, to avoid any detrimental impact on the product.  

 Carefully monitor inflation pressure to avoid overinflating the windbreak. 

 Please do not pitch the windbreak during severe weather conditions, as the 

warranty does not cover such eventualities. 
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Optional Accessories 

 

 Windbreak Panel Section -  An extra windbreak panel section, which can 

be zipped to either side of the windbreak, in order to extend the product 

as much as you require. 
 

 6mm Kadar Strip - The addition of a Kadar Strip permits the attachment 

of this windbreak to your caravan’s vertical end rail. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Visit www.outdoor-revolution.com for more information.  

12 Month Manufacturers Warranty 
 

On The Workmanship & Canvas Against Any Manufacturing 

Faults. 
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OUTDOOR REVOLUTION GUARANTEE 

 

Outdoor Revolution products are designed and produced to the very highest of 

manufacturing standards, using the best quality fabrics or components available for 

each specific model. Rigorous quality control of  finished products is in place.  

All manufactured products are:  

 Quality controlled to be free from minor defects. 

 Fit for the purpose that they are intended for. 

 Manufactured to a satisfactory quality. 

It is important that correct care is taken when opening , erecting, using, and just as 

importantly, packing away the product. Following these rules will keep your 

product in reliable working condition for many years. Failure to adhere to these 

simple guideline may cause unnecessary damage to the product (see formal 

instructions for handling/erection tips). A repair kit is included with each of our 

products to help resolve any minor issues.  

 

THE WARRANTY 

 

The Outdoor Revolution Warranty lasts for twelve months from the original date of  

purchase; please keep all receipts or copies of any relevant transaction to            

substantiate the purchase date. This warranty only covers the workmanship, fabric 

and components. Any faults found within six months of purchase will be 

investigated by Outdoor Revolution. Faults found outside of the initial six months of 

purchase will need to be proven by you, the purchaser, in line with current 

consumer legislation, after the short term right to reject has concluded.  Please 

note that this warranty requires registration on our website. 

Retailer will not refund a purchase if no fault is found.   

The manufacturers warranty does not cover the following:- 

 General wear and tear over extended periods of use or, seasonal pitching of 

the product.  

 Accelerated UV damage caused by excessive, long term sun exposure. 

 Accidental damage caused by but not exclusive to, human, animal or     

weather.  



 

 

Fold the windbreak on itself 

vertically to form a rectangular shape.  

Fold the windbreak on itself to create a 

streamlined shape. Measure the width of 

the folded windbreak against the bag to 

ensure it will fit inside. Begin rolling the 

windbreak, pushing any air out as you roll.  
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Packing Away Your Windbreak 
 

 Unpeg any pegging points and guylines.  

 Open each of the Dynamic Speed Valves in turn and push in the quick release 

button; leave the button pressed in. 

 Unzip any extra windbreak panel sections before packing away.  

Rotate the rolled windbreak into the 

designated carry bag; compress this as much 

as you desire for ease of transportation. 

Allow the windbreak to collapse on 

itself. Compress as much air out of the 

tubes and canvas as possible.  
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Please Read The Instructions Carefully 
TIP: Refer to the photographs to help when pitching your Oxygen Windbreak. 

1. Spread the windbreak frame out on the ground as flat as possible. 

6. Rotate the flexible hinged sections to adjust the 

configuration to suit your personal preference.  

OPEN 

CLOSED 

2. Locate the first ‘Dynamic Speed Valve’ and ensure 

that the valve is closed, before attaching the pump; 

the valve is closed when the button is in the external 

position. There is an additional valve at the other end 

of the tube, which must also remain closed. 

3. Attach the pump to the first ‘Dynamic Speed Valve’ and begin to 

carefully inflate, ensuring that none of the fabric is caught anywhere.  

4. Inflate the first Oxygen Air Frame Tube until you can give it a ‘good 

squeeze’, as the tube requires some room inside for air to expand, 

should there be an increase in the ambient temperature. 

5. Replace the cap on the valve and cover it using the Velcro sleeve for a 

neater finish. Repeat steps #2 - #5 with the remaining two inflation points.  

7. Secure as many of the designated pegging points and guylines as possible, 

starting from one side, before working your way across, tensioning the windbreak 

as much as you desire; please be careful to not overtension the material. 

8. Should you wish to; you can purchase 6mm Kadar Strip to fix 

this windbreak to your caravan vertical end rail, in order to enclose 

the space between the two. Extra zip on panel sections can also be 

purchased, in order to extend the windbreak from either side. 


